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About This Game

Bug Killers – is a dynamic Top Down shooter where you will need to turn crowds of bugs-mutants into meat. The game has
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three modes: Survival, PvP and PvE. Different types of armament will help you to effectively destroy the enemies.

Increase the level of your character and get new ranks. Compete with other players in the tables of leaderboard. Accomplish the
tasks and get the achievements.

In the survival mode you need to survive maximum number of waves. Each wave will be stronger and replenished with more
powerful types of bugs.

For the effective repulse of the enemies waves, you have in your arsenal additional armament: Turrets, Mines, Grenades.

PvE mode– fights with other players against bugs-mutants. Bugs spawn endlessly. Outcome of the struggle depends on your
skills and equipment.
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In PvP mode players play against each other. Upgrade your character and use location for your own benefit. Time is running
out, only one will win. Don't miss your chance to be the best!
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It's worth learning German for!. An excellent soundtrack. At times it's relaxing, and at times very epic. The mood of the music
really adds to the game, too. If you like good video game music check this one out.. heeyy thats pretty guud. Halfling that tosses
chickens. All you need to know.. A lot of elements are full of bugs (can't be solved or be clicked), and some puzzles are just
crap. (especially block rooms and red room) Enjoyed the first game of series but this one sucks.. For casual game, this is really
fun. Very nice. All is rendered very nicely. And no glitches on my Linux\/WINE install.

Recommended.

TFK. A neat little shooter with a great style and sense of humor. It is in desperate need of some players. The other reviews
stating that it is a graveyard are not exaggerations, there are no other people playing this game. I recommend it because it can be
really fun when you have enough people on each team. Even if that almost never happens. Buy it in bulk when it's cheap and
give some to friends to add to it's malnourished player base.. The controlls are terrible on the keybord and the olny way I could
pause the game to get to settings was by pressing shift and tab, when you use the mouse to shoot the direction that your bullets
go changes randomly. even if it didn't do that it would still be hard to aim because if you put your mouse on the left of the
screen and start firing, the bullets go below your mouse. I tried plugging in my Xbox 306 controller to see if it works, I could
move around easily with the left wiggle stick, but the right one didnt do anything and lt and rt just shot bullets to the left and
right.. There is not a single thing that I can think of that is even remotely good about this game. Weapon balance is complete
garbage. Fully automatic weapons are useless past 3 meters because they do no damage and the new recoil system that feels like
your character has never shot a weapon before (I play a lot of R6 Siege, and that game has manageable recoil). Gunplay consists
of people jumping corners and instakilling you with bolt action rifles; basically this game is nothing but quickscoping. Level
design ranges from terrible (Goldrush) to decent (Savoia), but is mostly ruined because of the gunplay. Server ping is all over
the play, the lowest ping server for NA that I could find was 90 which makes no sense. Game didn't feel laggy with movement,
but probably affected hit registration if it's that high.

These are my thoughts on this game. Unless you enjoy quickscoping like in MW2, then I would stay away from this game. I did
play it when it originally came out and actually kinda enjoyed it, but this new 1.0 update feels like they took 5 steps backwards.
It's really the gunplay that sucks, if they reverted it back to what it was originally, then this game wouldn't be half bad. As it sits,
it's a terrible mix of CS:GO and COD that is unsatisfying to play.
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It's a one time day game i recomand it. Ok I really tried to give this game the benefit of a doubt. I read the reviews, but I love
action RPGs so I had to find out for myself. And I did. This game is a piece of\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665

I can get by the lackluster magic casting, the lack of a decent map overview, and the lack of variation in enemies. What is
UNFORGIVABLE is the lack of difficulty. I mean the game is seriously broken and the devs have obviously abandoned this
title barely a week into it's launch and turned it into a shovelware\/moneygrab when they obviously put _some_ time into it (at
least in the beginning of development). I mean I'm barely a third into the game and I can't die. All enemies hit me for 1 damage
and I have not gone back or did any level grind of any kind. Boses die in 2 hits. It's ridiculous. I know there has been mention of
this on their forum...hell, I mentioned it myself. But no response, no update...and it's too late for me to get a refund. AVOID
THIS TITLE AND THIS DEVELOPER AT ALL COSTS. The ONLY challenge this game offers is to avoid buying it. And if
you read this review, YOU WIN!

UPDATE: So just out of frustration, I took a level 1 character and put him into the level of the game I had achieved, and to my
surprise, he was killing mobs as though it was the beginning of the game. Can the devs possibiliy know that there is ONE
SINGLE DIFFICULTY LEVEL for all enemies??? This HAS to be a programming error! It certainly feels like they decided to
release a completely unfinished game and then abandon it as a money grab. Who wants to fight level one enemies through an
entire game?? Then a boss pushed me out of the play area (while doing only 1 damage to me for each attack), and I couldn't get
back into the playfield to finish the quest. WHAT A GIANT WASTE OF MY TIME AND MONEY.. While the app works as
advertised, it is rather limited in functionality and doesn't appear to have been updated in over 2 years. It was interesting to play
with as a first or second "model viewer" app, but once I found other similar apps, I haven't bothered to use this one.

If you need something cheap, this might do what you need, but there are better apps out there that provide a similar function.
Many of those have more features and\/or active development.
. Excellent speed run title!

Dev was on stream with us talking\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665and having fun. Highly recommended if you're a
fan of Super Meat Boy. cool game!! 4 player too much fun!!. It is fine, I guess.
I can't imagine spending more time with it than I have.
It is also way too expensive for what it is.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/-9LhJsLGTg0
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